
Age: 6-9 Months 

 

Age Appropriate Activities: 

1. make a book 

Developmental benefits: Visual stimulation; Social bonding; Language 

Instructions: Babies at this age are engaged by bold, colorful images. Print these adorable story images on your color printer and place them in a 

photo album. This one has been developed for a night-night story. Some of the pages have been created to place next to family photos, so baby gets a 

special book with her own family members. Two sizes are available: 8.5x11 and 4x6. Baby will love to share time reading this special book with you. 

Physical Health Emotional 
Development 

Social  
Development 

Motor  
Development 

Language & 
Communication 

Cognitive  
Development 

Hand washing  
- After Diapering 
- Before and After 

Bottle 
 
Diapering 
- Check every 2 

hours when awake 
- Change at any sign 

of discomfort 
 
Feeding 
- Every 3-4 hours 

 
Tooth Development 
- Drooling, 

irritability, sore 
gums 

Response to Caregivers 
- Form secure 

attachments 
- Seek comfort from 

blanket/toy 
- Turn excitedly 

towards familiar 
person, extend 
arms to be picked 
up 

- Eye contact 
- Play confidently 

when attachment 
figure is in room 

 
Emotions 
- Contentment, 

Distress, Joy, 
Sadness, Interest 
Surprise, Anger, 
Fear 

Response to Caregivers 
- Enjoy play with 

caregiver 
- Peek-a-boo 
- Cooperate during 

diapering by lifting 
hips 

- Prefers familiar 
people 

- Look to caregiver 
for appropriate 
response to 
situations 

 
Play with Peers 
- Parallel play 
- Pretend play 

 

Movement 
- Sits without 

support 
- Pulls self to stand 

 
Reaching & Grasping 
- Guide movements 

with single glance 
- Finger and thumb 

grip/scissor grip 
 

Sounds 
- Identify body parts 

on self 
- Recognize self in 

mirror 
- Recognize common 

words (bottle, no, 
mama) 

 
Gesturing 
- Use as a way to 

signal needs 
- Sign language 

 
Reading 
- Follows along in 

book 
- Touch book pages 

Distinguishing 
- Know familiar from 

unfamiliar people 
- Response to 

environment 
voluntary (touch, 
sight) 

- Imitate facial 
expressions 
voluntarily 

- Effects of self on 
environment 
(shaking rattle 
makes sound keep 
going, drop 
food/bottle on 
purpose) 



2. finger puppets 

Developmental benefits: Bonding 

 

 

 

 

Instructions: Print out the finger puppets provided. Cut along the dotted lines and wrap them around your fingers with a piece of tape. Use them to 

make up stories or sing songs. This set features farm animals, great for singing the classic "Old MacDonald had a Farm." 

3. food painting 

Developmental benefits: Tactile stimulation 

Instructions: Let baby make a mess... Plan a food painting session where baby can really get dirty and feel those textures. Use jarred baby food--

prunes and carrots are great. Place a dollop of each on baby's high chair tray and let her “go to town.” It’s finger-painting that baby can eat! 

4. music time 

Developmental benefits: Rhythm; Cause and effect 

Instructions: Fill a small Tupperware container with dried beans. Close and seal securely with strong tape such as duct tape. Let baby use this as a 

special shaking toy. If the Tupperware is clear, baby can see the beans making the sound and understand the cause and effect relationship. Get 

creative with items to put in the container to make different sounds. 

5. rhythm time 

Developmental benefits: Language acquisition 

Instructions: Babies are fascinated with rhymes at this age. Here are a few. Sit with baby on your knees facing you and recite: 

To market to market to buy a fat pig; 

Home again, home again, jiggity jig; 

To market to market, to buy a fat hog; 

Home again, home again, jiggity jog. 

To market to market to buy a new gown; 

Home again, home again— 

Whoops! The horse fell down! (here, let baby slide down your legs) 


